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Supply Chain Security Summit 

Join the fully immersive virtual event as we examine
the current state of supply chain attacks, the

weakest links along the way, the biggest supply
chain hacks in history, and best practices for

managing this massive attack surface.

Register Now 

Inside the Ransomware Economy
The ransomware threat could still become more
pervasive over the next two to three years, not because
ransomware is effective in and of itself but because of
other players in the game continue to fan the flames. 
Read the Full Column by Tim Bandos 

Suspected Chinese Hackers Target Power Plants
in India: Researchers spotted a suspected Chinese
APT actor targeting a wide range of critical
infrastructure targets in India, including power plants,
electricity distribution centers and Indian seaports.
Read More

Asian Food Giant Hit by Ransomware: Asian food
distributor JFC International says its IT systems were
briefly disrupted by a ransomware attack. Read More

Cybersecurity M&A Round-Up for February 2021:
Many cybersecurity-related mergers and acquisitions
were announced in February 2021, including by
Akamai, Proofpoint, SentinelOne, Tenable,
CrowdStrike and Palo Alto Networks. Read More

Auth0 Names Jameeka Green Aaron as CISO
Identity-as-a-Service (IDaaS) company Auth0
announced on Monday that Jameeka Green Aaron has
joined the company as Chief Information Security
Officer (CISO). Read More

Data Privacy Startup TripleBlind Raises $8.2
Million in Seed Funding: TripleBlind, a startup that
provides a de-identification and data privacy solution,
announced raising $8.2 million in seed funding. Read
More

Boat Building Giant Beneteau Says Cyberattack
Disrupted Production: The company was forced to
shut down all systems to prevent malware from



Securing Today's Networks Requires Consolidation
and Collaboration
Security tools, regardless of where they have been
deployed, need to be able leverage common security
intelligence feeds and share alerts and threat data with
other security tools. 
Read the Full Column by John Maddison

Is Your Suppliers' Security Your Business?
Supply chain cyber risk is complicated and spans the
entire lifecycle of a product—across design,
manufacturing, distribution, storage, and maintenance. 
Read the Full Column by Yaniv Vardi 

Protecting Against Vaccine-Themed Attacks and
Misinformation
Over the coming weeks, we must be vigilant as there
will be a glut of activity and misinformation from
cybercriminals wanting to disrupt the COVID-19 vaccine
rollout. 
Read the Full Column by Laurence Pitt 

Elevate the Value of Threat Intelligence in the SOC
The center of gravity of the Security Operations Center
(SOC) used to be the SIEM, but this is shifting as the
mission of the SOC shifts to become a detection and
response organization. 
Read the Full Column by Marc Solomon 

Actions Enterprises Can Take to Combat Common
Fraud Types
Josh Goldfarb discusses what enterprises can do to
mitigate risk and limit losses account takeover (ATO)
fraud, account opening (AO) fraud, and payment fraud. 
Read the Full Column by Joshua Goldfarb 
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spreading and is still working on restoring them.
Read More

NSA Publishes Guidance on Zero Trust: The NSA
explains how a Zero Trust security model can help
better secure enterprise networks and sensitive data.
Read More

US Shifts State Grant Focus to Extremism,
Cyberthreats: State and local governments will be
required to spend a portion of nearly $1.9 billion in
annual federal public safety grants on the fight
against domestic extremism and improved
cybersecurity. Read More

Vendor Quickly Patches Serious Vulnerability in
NATO-Approved Firewall: A critical vulnerability
discovered in a firewall appliance made by Genua
could be very useful to threat actors once they’ve
gained access to an organization’s network. Read
More

IT Asset Management Firm Axonius Raises $100
Million: IT asset management company Axonius has
raised $100 million in Series D funding at more than
$1 billion valuation, the company told SecurityWeek.
Read More

Judge Approves $650M Facebook Privacy
Lawsuit Settlement: A federal judge on Friday, Feb.
26, 2021 approved a $650 million settlement of a
privacy lawsuit against Facebook for allegedly using
photo face-tagging and other biometric data without
permission of its users. Read More

HYAS Raises $16 Million to Hunt Adversary
Infrastructure: HYAS, a Victoria, Canada-based
provider of threat intelligence based on adversary
infrastructure, has closed a $16 million Series B round
of funding led by S3 Ventures. Read More

Meet the Vaccine Appointment Bots, and Their
Foes: Bots have emerged amid widespread
frustration with the online world of vaccine
appointments. Read More

Chinese Threat Actor Uses Browser Extension to
Hack Gmail Accounts: New TA413 campaign
leverages a malicious browser extension to gain
access to and control intended victims’ Gmail
accounts. Read More

Security, Privacy Issues Found in Tens of
COVID-19 Contact Tracing Apps: Using a new tool
called COVIDGUARDIAN, a group of researchers has
identified vulnerabilities in more than twenty Android
contact tracing apps. Read More

Microsoft Releases Open Source Resources for
Solorigate Threat Hunting: The tech giant used
these queries to analyze source code at scale and
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identify indicators of compromise (IoCs) associated
with Solorigate. Read More

Unprotected Private Key Allows Remote Hacking
of Rockwell Controllers: A critical authentication
bypass vulnerability can be exploited by hackers to
remotely compromise Rockwell controllers. Read
More

TikTok owner ByteDance to pay $92M in US
privacy Settlement: TikTok’s Chinese parent
company ByteDance has agreed to pay $92 million in
a settlement to U.S. users who are part of a class-
action lawsuit alleging that the video-sharing app
failed to get their consent to collect data. Read More
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